
elcome to the third ALPS newsletter. We hope you’ll find informa-
tion of interest inside. There is no particular theme to this edition 
which contains a miscellany of articles on aspects of the natural 
and cultural heritage of the area. 

 In particular, we’re delighted to report progress on the new paths net-
work – the first major infrastructure project of ALPS.  There is still some work 
to be completed, but already the Beechwood Trail is proving popular. 
This edition features a short interview with the path contractor George 
Mundell who has had to pit his wits against our soggy landscape. 

In addition to the usual overview of ALPS projects, updates on the work of 
the Heritage Centre and a listing of future events, we are delighted to be 
able to include feature articles on the Walled Garden by Jackie Liuba 
and on cattle husbandry by Mike Summers. Not all of the articles in this 
edition relate directly to ALPS, but we are keen that this newsletter is 
more than just an update, and that it has contributions of general com-
munity interest. The Community Company, for example, have provided 
an update on their work to develop a micro hydro scheme that aims to 
provide a source of renewable energy and income to the community. 
David Abraham and Alistair Macleod also kindly agreed to be inter-
viewed about their work for this issue. We hope you agree that all the ar-
ticles provide fascinating, contrasting and thought provoking views into 
local life. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of those who 
have contributed to this newsletter. If anyone would like to write an arti-
cle for future editions on any aspect of natural or cultural heritage, 
please don’t hesitate to contact us!  

In the course of my work I am frequently stopped by people enquiring 
about the progress of a particular project, registering a complaint 
(thankfully not too many so far!), or who are keen that energies and 
money are diverted towards particular schemes they believe should be a 
priority. Whilst some of these ideas fall under the auspices of ALPS and 
can be supported, many, unfortunately do not. For the most part the pro-
jects that can be funded under ALPS were tightly defined two years ago, 
and are site specific. Whilst these are not necessarily projects that might 
be considered as ‘the most important’ to the community, they do reflect 
initiatives that the funders were prepared to support, and a degree of 
pragmatism was therefore necessarily adopted when ALPS was first de-
veloped. We do apologise if we are 
not necessarily able to direct funds 
to new ideas as they arise, but hope 
that amongst the 40 projects being 
implemented under ALPS, everyone 
will benefit in some way. 

Finally, to keep people informed, we 
are using the website (www.visit-
applecross.org.uk), notice boards 
and the newsletter. However, if you 
would like to receive intermittent 
email updates on events, we would 
be delighted to include you on our 
email distribution list. Please contact 
Elodie (elodie@applecross.org.uk) 
for further details. Thank you. 

Sam Bridgewater. 
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Future ALPS events for August/
September 

Saturday 27th August:  Mael-
rubha, Abbot of Applecross (p.2) 

Saturday 3rd September:  Com-
munity archaeological training 
(p.23) 

Saturday 10th September: Tree 
festival at Applecross (p.7) 

Friday 23rd September: Build your 
own website course (p.31) 

Saturday 24th September Intro-
duction to Bee keeping (p.31) 

C o n t a c t  E l o d i e 
(e lod ie@applecros s .org .uk ; 
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APPLECROSS TO CELEBRATE THEIR SAINT ON 27th AUGUST 
 
A day-long community celebration of their local Saint is planned in Applecross on Saturday 27th Au-
gust 2011. 
 
St Maelrubha was a 7th century abbot of the Celtic Christian Church who established a monastic 
community at the head of Applecross Bay. Although church calendars list 21st of April as his festival 
day, traditional ‘Summereve’ Fairs were always held on 27th August. 
 
Maelrubha (Gaelic: ‘red man of the bald forehead’) stands next to St Columba in importance to the 
spread of Christianity in the North of Scotland. His missionary journeys among the Pictish peoples ex-
tended throughout the Highlands and Islands. Although there are few visible remains of his monastery 
he is widely remembered in place names and folklore.   

The Applecross Land Partnership Scheme (ALPS) is planning a programme of events (10.30am to 
5.30pm) which aims to explore the history of St Maelrubha and the rich heritage of Applecross Bay 
area. There will be something for everyone: A pilgrimage walk from Sand to Applecross; guided walks 
along a recently installed network of paths; an exhibition in the Applecross Heritage Centre; children’s 
activities and an all-comers ‘Songs of Praise’ in Clachan Church. 

At 2pm ‘The Beechwood Path’, the most recent addition to the network of Heritage Trails created with 
a grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund, will be formally opened by the Lord Lieutenant of Ross-shire, 
Mrs Janet Bowen. 

For further information:  
Sam ( sam@applecross.org ) or Elodie ( elodie@applecross.org )  

At the ALPS Office Tel: 01520 744482   

Applecross Place Names project 
update 
The various projects that Applecross Historical 
Society is carrying out under ALPS continue to 
progress, one of which is the collation, re-
cording and mapping of place names on the 
peninsula, and it’s not only from within Apple-
cross that we receive support.  

Gaelic journalist and author Roddy Maclean, 
of Applecross stock but living in Inverness, 
emailed recently to point out a couple of in-
triguing names which appeared in print well 
over a century ago; names which are not now 
readily recognised here. 

Reverend Alexander Robert Forbes was once 
the minister in Sleat in the south end of Skye, 
and is now more famous for producing two in-
valuable Gaelic reference books. In fact, his 
father had compiled a comprehensive Gaelic 
grammar book back in the day, so Forbes 
came from a background which valued edu-
cation and the sharing of knowledge. You 
might also remember hearing about this man 
on the BBC’s genealogy programme Who do 
you think you are? as he was the great-
grandfather of the comedian David Mitchell. 

A.R. Forbes produced the tremendous The 
place-names of Skye in 1923 after creating an 
earlier masterpiece in 1905 - Gaelic names of 
beasts (mammalia), birds, fishes, insects, rep-
tiles, etc. They loved a long-winded title back 
then, and it suits an incredibly detailed and 
comprehensive tome! It’s in this first work that 
we get the story of the unfortunate fox for 
whom Ob a’ mhadaidh ruaidh (or the bay of 
the fox) was named. 

Somewhere on the shores of Applecross, ac-
cording to the story Forbes tells, a fox was wan-
dering when it chanced upon a large mussel 
and in trying to extract the meat got its tongue 
trapped in the mollusc’s shell. When the tide 
came in, the fox was done for. Does anyone 

have any idea where Ob a’ mhadaidh ruaidh is? 
Madadh was a name given to a type of mussel, as 
well, so  is there another happier explanation, for 
the fox at least? 

Forbes also mentions Allt na mealg where large 
quantities of fish were gutted and cleaned. This 
name means something like stream of the milt but 
where was it? According to tradition, there used to 
be a fishing station in Camusteel back in the seven-
teenth or eighteenth century, so might it have been 
there? Maybe, but there are any number of places 
on the Applecross peninsula where fish might have 
been landed, gutted and cleaned ready for curing, 
export or local consumption. 

Forbes was a man of great reputation and almost 
as interesting as the information he relates in the 
book is the list of subscribers he attracted. One of 
those who put up money to help pay for the book 
was none other than Lord Middleton of Applecross. 
Middleton was in good company – other subscrib-
ers included Alexander Carmichael, Gaelic folklorist 
and compiler of Carmina Gadelica; legendary ge-
ologist Sir Archibald Geikie; Professor Donald 
MacKinnon, first chair of Celtic at the University of 
Edinburgh; Gaelic song collector Frances Tolmie; 
Carmichael’s son-in-law Professor W.J. Watson, a 
Gaelic scholar who followed MacKinnon at Edin-
burgh; and the Honourable Walter Rothschild, 2nd 
Baron Rothschild, who ran his own zoological mu-
seum, travelled extensively around the world col-
lecting specimens, and rode a zebra-drawn car-
riage to Buckingham Palace. He managed enough 
money for two copies! 

It’s fascinating how such disparate sources of fund-
ing helped finance Forbes who then subsequently 
saved two Applecross place names in print. It’s up 
to us to try and do something similar over 100 years 
later. 

Look out for posters calling for volunteers for our on-
going place names project, as well as our grave-
yard mapping project, in the very near future. 

Gordon Cameron 

Curator, Applecross Heritage Centre 
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Celebrating MaelrubhaCelebrating MaelrubhaCelebrating MaelrubhaCelebrating Maelrubha    

Celtic Abbot of Celtic Abbot of Celtic Abbot of Celtic Abbot of     

ApplecrossApplecrossApplecrossApplecross    

Saturday 27Saturday 27Saturday 27Saturday 27thththth    AugustAugustAugustAugust    

 
10.30am to 5.30pm at Applecross Heritage 

 Centre and Clachan Church. 
    

11.00a11.00a11.00a11.00am m m m ----    Pilgrimage walk: Sand to Applecross BayPilgrimage walk: Sand to Applecross BayPilgrimage walk: Sand to Applecross BayPilgrimage walk: Sand to Applecross Bay    

11.00am11.00am11.00am11.00am    ----    Guided walk: Exploring the heritage and trails of Applecross Bay Guided walk: Exploring the heritage and trails of Applecross Bay Guided walk: Exploring the heritage and trails of Applecross Bay Guided walk: Exploring the heritage and trails of Applecross Bay 
(meet at Heritage Centre)(meet at Heritage Centre)(meet at Heritage Centre)(meet at Heritage Centre)    

2.00pm 2.00pm 2.00pm 2.00pm ----        Official Opening of new Beechwood trail (meet at Coal Shed)Official Opening of new Beechwood trail (meet at Coal Shed)Official Opening of new Beechwood trail (meet at Coal Shed)Official Opening of new Beechwood trail (meet at Coal Shed)    

3.00pm 3.00pm 3.00pm 3.00pm ----        Guided walk: Exploring the heritage and trails of Applecross Bay Guided walk: Exploring the heritage and trails of Applecross Bay Guided walk: Exploring the heritage and trails of Applecross Bay Guided walk: Exploring the heritage and trails of Applecross Bay 
(meet at Heritage Centre)(meet at Heritage Centre)(meet at Heritage Centre)(meet at Heritage Centre)    

4.30pm4.30pm4.30pm4.30pm    ----    Songs of Praise in Clachan church. Songs of Praise in Clachan church. Songs of Praise in Clachan church. Songs of Praise in Clachan church.     

All dayAll dayAll dayAll day    ----    Family activities uncovering the life and times of our local Saint. Family activities uncovering the life and times of our local Saint. Family activities uncovering the life and times of our local Saint. Family activities uncovering the life and times of our local Saint. 
Information Tent and Refreshments, BBQ.Information Tent and Refreshments, BBQ.Information Tent and Refreshments, BBQ.Information Tent and Refreshments, BBQ.    

    

For further Information: ALPS Office 01520 744482For further Information: ALPS Office 01520 744482For further Information: ALPS Office 01520 744482For further Information: ALPS Office 01520 744482    

Minibus ferry service to Sand Minibus ferry service to Sand Minibus ferry service to Sand Minibus ferry service to Sand ––––    Departs from the Heritage Centre at Departs from the Heritage Centre at Departs from the Heritage Centre at Departs from the Heritage Centre at 
10.30am10.30am10.30am10.30am    
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The Highland Cattle of Applecross 
Mike Summers 

          There has been a Fold of Highland Cattle on 
Applecross Estate for several hundred years and it is 
probably the oldest of all such herds. Inside the 
cover of the first of the old record books of the herd 
kept in the Estate Office is an anecdotal account of 
how long the herd has existed. Written by Duncan 
McNair in 1884, it recounts that my “Grandfather 
….came to be herd [stockman] on the Highland 
cows to old Thomas McKenzie of Applecross [the 
then laird] in or about 1776.The fold of black cows 
was kept at Applecross…..since the year 1700 [and] 
long before then”. 

          In those days the Highlands and Islands were 
the home to large numbers of cattle, the offspring of which were driven over the hills and along 
the drove roads to Falkirk the main market in the central belt of Scotland. Thence to provide 
food for the growing population of the industrial revolution. With changes in farming methods 
alongside major social changes in these areas, the Highland breed became less popular and 
at one time there was a concern that it would be severely marginalised. It was in areas such as 
Applecross that the breed survived intact due to its greatest attribute: its ability to thrive on 
poor land no matter the state of the weather. 

          Highland Cattle being small at birth are slow growing and as such have not been in fa-
vour with commercial beef producers for many generations. Most beef cattle these days are 
from larger animals often with continental ancestry which are faster growing and provide big-
ger carcasses. Whilst there is a strong niche demand for beef from Highland Cattle there are 
other uses that these animals are needed for. On Applecross for the last few years Highlanders 
have once again grazed on The Glen with remarkable effect, enhancing biodiversity with effi-
cient and steady grazing. Such improvements as these, and the fact that it is a breed that is 
easy to keep, has led to a demand for Highland Cattle by those who have wild or scrub land to 
manage, and who wish to improve the environment of such areas. 

          The Highland Cow is the closest relation to the wild oxen that ranged over the earth after 
the last Ice age. Its shaggy coat, most obvious in winter, and its notable horns which grow all 
through life give it a wild, untamed look. But as is the case with most breeds, the Highlander by 
temperament is generally placid.   There was a time when most people in Applecross had con-
tact with cattle. In the old days virtually  all crofters had a cow to provide milk and these cows 
would roam free on the Common Grazings in the same way that sheep do today.  

          The cattle range freely where they will in the Glen throughout the summer and autumn 
months, usually going to the hill in May and being brought back in by early October. This is their 
rightful environment and the place they like best. They improve it by grazing away the rank 
grasses that have little value to wildlife and which cannot be consumed by other ruminants. 
However the Glen is not a place that is suitable to keep the herd over winter. The nature of 
these western areas means that there is very little vegetation growth from early winter right 
through to late spring, so that the cattle spend their winters on the fields in front of Applecross 
House known as the Faoilinn. 

          From late December onwards the calves are born and despite the sometimes awful 
weather they are from their earliest moments the hardiest of all cattle. One calf last winter was 
found on a freezing morning lying on a sheet of ice from which it was unable to rise because it 
was so slippery. It had fallen over during the night and the heat from its body had melted a 
hole in the ice. After getting dried out and despite the cold, it spurned the blanket that it had 
been covered with and returned to its mother. It is now one of the biggest from this year. 

          The cows are fed home-produced silage all through the winter at the rate of one bale to 
12 cows per day. They also receive a small amount of concentrated feed to give them protein, 
and essential vitamins and minerals. This is necessary for cow and calf welfare because these 
essentials are lacking in areas such as these. Feeding is a daily routine and takes place first 
thing in the morning. It is the time we have most close contact with the cows. It is important to 
ensure mutual trust and understanding at this stage since later in the year, when the cattle are 
in the Glen, there is less opportunity for this to happen.  

          Once all the calves have been born, the cattle are brought together in the Fank or cattle 
handling pens. There the cows receive a preventative treatment against liver fluke, a parasite 
that can be acquired from grazing in wet conditions, and all the cattle including the calves are 
treated with a tick repellent. Although cattle from the hill areas are immune to tick borne dis-
eases, it is considered prudent to help reduce tick infestation. At this time also, the male calves, 
in common with most male farm animals, are castrated and become known as steers, stots or 
bullocks. These procedures are carried out by a Veterinary Surgeon who also dehorns them as 
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this is requested by the farmer who will purchase steers later in the year.  The calves recover 
from these events within a few hours. They will remain with their mothers until the herd comes in 
from the glen for the winter in October, at which time they are separated from them. Steers 
and any females not being kept are sold, whilst the calves being retained are kept together 
and given particular care and a generous feeding regime. It is important to feed young  farm 
animals well during their first winter, and in the case of calves in a small herd, to get them used 
to human company and accustomed to being handled and touched.  It is essential that their 
cooperation is achieved at the earliest stage. To this end we have of late wintered our calves 
in a barn for their first winter where they are visited twice a day to receive food water and fresh 
bedding. When released in the spring time they are quite socialised. 

          In recent years the number of legal obligations affecting the keeping of cattle has in-
creased. Each herd and all animals within that herd have to be separately identified with an 
individual number by which they will forever be traceable. This information is printed on tags 
with each calf’s ear tagged as soon after birth as possible and definitely within seven days. 
Such a number would be UK 502552, the herd number followed by 100016 for example .The 
birth is then notified to the Cattle Tracing Service (CTS), based just over the border in Cumbria. 
Similarly, every time a beast is moved off the farm and to another holding, the move must be 
notified to the authorities and this is the case right through to death. Each bovine has to be 
tagged with two tags, a primary tag which has to be distance readable and is a large plastic 
tag always yellow in colour, whereas the secondary tag can be smaller. We use a small metal 
self-locking tag which has proved to remain in the ear very well. Once a birth is notified, a pass-
port is issued and this will accompany the animal wherever it goes. A written record also has to 
be kept of all animals in the herds. Failure to abide by the regulations can result in the authori-
ties imposing sanctions. There are also regular Health checks required by the government. 
Every four years the herd is tested for TB. To date Applecross cattle have never tested positive.  

          Perhaps the most important member of the herd is the bull without whom no calves 
would be sired. The current bull joined the herd in April this year. Highland cattle are generally 
long lived and a bull can be with a herd for as many as ten years, as long as none of his off-
spring are introduced into it. When they are, it is time to get another bull and it is best to get 
one from a hard place like this so that there is no issue with tick borne diseases and where he 
has not been overfed so that he is fit enough to keep up with our cows. It is also good to look 
for a young bull so that all the cows are served within a short time frame and the calves born 
close together. Our present bull is just two years old and is black and was named Jenson of Id-
vies by his former owner. We would hope to keep him for about five years. At the moment  
Jenson is in the Glen with 22 cows and 10 heifers that have been put to the bull for the first time. 
The cows have with them the 19 calves born this year. In the middle of August Jenson’s work 
should be complete and it will be time for him to be taken away from the herd until March next 
year. 
 
          One notable Bull of the Applecross Fold who deserves a mention was Laoich who has 
been immortalised due to the fact that his stuffed head hangs at the bottom of the stairs in the 
East Wing of Applecross House. 

          The  breeding cattle in the Applecross Fold will be kept at around thirty and at present we 
also have twelve heifers that were born in 2010.We hope 
to sell most these beasts to other Folds who need replace-
ment stock but we intend to keep three or four to replace 
some of the older cows whose days here are coming to 
an end. The Highland breed is long lived and a quality 
cow can produce a good calve for many years. Our old-
est cow Sarah 1st of Applecross was born in November 
1995 and her calf this year is as good as ever. It is hoped 
that she will be with us for a few years yet. All registered 
pedigree Highland Cattle are given names as this is the 
way that the Highland Cattle Society recognises them. Be-
fore the Advent of the Cattle Tracing Service and individ-
ual identification, the Breed Societies for the different cat-
tle breeds performed the role of ensuring that each ani-
mal’s pedigree was able to be traced back as far as it 
was possible to go. All female animals in the Applecross 
Fold are registered with the Society. A cow or bull can be 
given any name the owner chooses but there is a prefer-
ence for Gaelic names and also for calling the calf after 
her mother. For instance there have been five Saras, four 
of whom are still in the Fold. The youngest is our best year-
ling heifer Sara 5th of Applecross. This is not as confusing as 
it might seem and when one of the Saras calves  a female 
that one would become Sara Buidhe for instance, with the 
additional name relating to her colour. Similarly if she had 
been sold her calf would adopt the fold name of where 
she went. 



Towards a new woodland cul-
ture 
 
One of the primary tenets of any 
grant provided by the Heritage Lot-
tery Fund is that benefits should be 
public and not private.  Safeguard-
ing memories and experiences 
(often recorded as ‘oral history’), 
conserving archaeological sites, his-
toric buildings and cultural traditions, 
and promoting access – perhaps 
through path building – are all ex-
amples of the kind of initiatives often 
supported.   
 
The restructuring of old plantation 
forests - both at Smiddy and in the 
glen – is one important component 
of ALPS. Indeed, the desire to rectify 
the mistakes unwittingly made by 
foresters from past generations, pro-
vided the initial seed from which 
ALPS was to eventually develop. Al-
ready the clearing of brash and 
stumps at Smiddy has dramatically 
improved the local landscape – 
and this is even before the planting 
of thousands of native broadleaf 
species that will take place this au-
tumn. It is hoped that over time  
Smiddy woodland will be seen as a 
‘community woodland’, with every-
one feeling a sense of ownership. 
  
But what is a community woodland? 
In a physical sense it is just a group 
of trees, but what all community 
woodlands have in common is that 
their management is influenced by 
local people.  The reasons for estab-
lishing community woodlands are 
varied; often their genesis is fuelled 
by a local desire to ensure continu-
ity of access.  
 
The 20 hectare Wooplaw forest, es-
tablished in 1986 between Lauder 
and Galashiels, is recognised as be-
ing the first modern community 
woodland in Scotland. Bought more 
than 20 years ago through the en-
deavours of a small group of enthu-
siasts, including the acclaimed 
wood sculptor and furniture maker 
Tim Stead, the underlying philosophy 
that started the movement was that 
the social, environmental and eco-
nomic benefits of woodland re-
sources can be maximised when lo-
cal people are involved in their 
management. Since the birth of 
Wooplaw, hundreds more commu-
nity woodlands have been estab-
lished in Britain. 
 
In recent times a number of interest-
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ing community led-forestry projects have devel-
oped in, or close to, Applecross. The North Apple-
cross Woodland Project, for example, is a fine ex-
ample. This has the aim of restoring native tree 
cover similar to the ancient Caledonian Forest, 
once so characteristic of the area.  Almost 1,500 
hectares have been established through planting 
to date, with a further 5,000 hectares fenced to 
exclude wild and domestic animals. The North Ap-
plecross Woodland Project was created and is 
managed by the coastal crofting townships and 
the Applecross Trust, owners and managers of the 
Estate. 
 
The community of Lochcarron is also venturing 
into community woodland territory through the 
Kirkton Woodland Initiative. Currently owned by 
the Forestry Commission and lying adjacent to the 
village, Kirkton Woodland comprises an area of 92 
hectares of mature conifers. With high local sup-
port (85%, based on a ballot in February 2011), the 
community is now seeking to acquire and man-
age this resource with a view to improving its na-
ture conservation and recreational value and cre-
ating local employment and affordable housing 
opportunities. 
 
Community woodlands don’t necessarily need to 
be bought. Some arise through management 
agreements with private landowners or trusts. 
Most community woodland groups or trusts estab-
lish themselves as a charitable company limited 
by guarantee, and are managed by a voluntary 
board of trustees or directors elected from the 
members. The Trustees have the responsibility for 
managing the company on behalf of its members 
and ensuring that profits from forestry activities are 
only used for public benefit.  

To celebrate the tenth anniversary 

of the North Applecross Woodlands, 

ALPS is organising a tree festival at 

the campsite on the 10th September. 
Focusing on ancient forest crafts in-

cluding charcoal burning, green 

woodworking, willow and hazel 

weaving, storytelling and shelter 

building, the festival will embody 

the essence of what a community 

woodland can be: a beautiful di-

verse tree dominated landscape pro-

viding a source of enjoyment, crea-

tivity and economic activity for local 
people. Please do come and enjoy 

and try out the crafts on display. 
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If you are interested in the forest restructuring planned under ALPS, and want to be 
kept informed or be involved, please contact Elodie Matthews at the ALPS Office.  
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A Fine Line: introducing the new Beechwood Path 
 

By the time this newsletter is circulated, it should be possible 
to walk from the Coal Shed to the White Gate without walk-
ing on the road. During the high season especially, dodging 
vehicles has been a constant cause of frustration for visitors 
and locals alike. This is especially true of families herding 
small children. 

 

Although not the only place in need of improved access, 
the ‘Beechwood Trail’ is perhaps one of the most significant 
and links The Street to the bay area, the Walled Garden, 
Applecross House and the many woodland and river walks 
in the glen.  It will take a few months to ‘weather in’, but 
once the vegetation has grown back, the path itself should 
be hardly noticeable from anywhere other than the path 
itself.  The route has already been described by some users 
as a ‘fine line’. At the time of writing, only the placement of 
stones around the culvert pipes, repairs on a wall, signage 
and a bench have yet to be completed. 

 

Good drainage is the prerequisite for any path. One part of 
the slope is still stubbornly seeping across the path line, but it is hoped that in time the slope 
itself will dry out a little with the new ditches, and that this problem will resolve itself. If not, 
further drainage may be required. Associated with the path, the old wall line will be rebuilt 
below its entrance on the Bealach road to match that built recently beside the Coal Shed. 
Once completed, the matching walls should provide a dramatic and beautiful entrance 
to Applecross.  During the late summer and autumn period, a drystone bench will be con-
structed beside the path, providing a resting place for those who wish to savour the views. 

 

A number of people have questioned the rationale behind the entrance point of the path 
of the Coal Shed. It would have been our preference to site it lower down on the corner, 
but it was a planning condition from the Highland Council that it starts at its existing point. 
This relates to the need for a legal sight line of 60m for motorists, and the slight curvature of 
the road at this point. 

 

With this path completed, the contractor will now focus his efforts on the path around Cla-
chan (450m), the path line linking the Heritage Centre with the Cruary-Sand path (650m) 
and upgrading the drainage of the frequently flooding Arboretum Trail. 

The current path contract has involved employing three people from Applecross, with one 
full time job equivalent throughout the contract period (May to August).   

 

 

BEECHWOOD PATH – OFFICIAL OPENING. ALL WELCOME! 
2pm, Saturday 27th August 

The official opening of the Beechwood Trail will be on the day of the planned 
Maelrubha Festival. It is hoped that as many members of the Applecross 
community as possible will come, meet adjacent to the Coal Shed, and walk 
the 750m All Ability route which crosses over three new bridges.  Of course, 
those who attend won’t be the first to walk along it.  Such has been the popu-
larity of the line, that people were using it immediately after the first diggers 
finished excavating the initial trench line! 

We hope you will enjoy using the path! 
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George Mundell, path contractor 
 

When I heard they were planning 
paths in this area, I offered my ad-
vice and asked to be kept in-
formed when tenders were 

sought . When they were advertised I ap-
plied for the work, and here I am.  I went 
through a Path Building Contractor’s 
course in 1998, and have been building 
paths ever since. The Footpath Trust used 
to run courses for years, and now there is a 
group in Cairngorm running them. Of those 
that do courses, perhaps only one in eight 
end up working on paths. The survival rate 
is pretty low. Before that I was a farmer so I 
have always worked outdoors.  Previously I 
mostly worked in National Trust areas,  but 
also for Historic Scotland, SNH and the For-
estry Commission. I was in Glen Coe for 
eight years, and closer to here worked on 
the Horns of Alligin and Liathach. Also Mar 
Lodge, Kintail, Loch Lomond and Arthur’s 
Seat. To be honest it has mostly been 
mountain paths I have done in the past. 
There are only two hand building teams in 
Britain I think, and we’re one of them. Ar-
thur’s Seat, of course, that was low 
ground... I like being outside, and you are 
saving the countryside, allegedly – al-
though it doesn’t always look like it when 
you first get the machinery in!  And you 
meet some good people… 

 

...This job has been largely machine based 
so that’s nice; it throws up different prob-
lems. You’re taking bigger bits of the coun-
tryside apart so you have bigger bits to 
mend. For the likes of the paths here it was 
the only way to do it. You would have 
been here for years otherwise, if you were 
trying to do it by hand. ...  

 

...The biggest challenge with this contract 
has been rain and the wet banks of the 
beechwood path. That bank was so wet 
and it’s still weeping now, even with drain-
age in. I’m sure it will dry eventually but it 
was incredible the amount of water held in 
that bank.  In part the problems relates to 
blocked culverts under the road.... 

 

...Getting your drainage right is the main 
thing. You must get that right before you 
can consider doing anything else other-
wise it is just a waste of time. It’s at least 
60% of the job to get the drainage right. 
Path building – an art or craft?  It’s certainly 
a thing that’s learned. I’ve been working 
for almost 15 years and I still don’t know it 
all.  

I would hope that the beechwood path will 
be enjoyed 100 years from now – if it isn’t 
flooded by the sea with global warming! I 
think it’s a good path and have no fears for 
it, provided it gets maintenance – checking 
the culverts twice a year, adding the odd bit 
of surfacing, that kind of thing. These should-
n’t be big jobs, but you have to 
maintain paths if you want to keep 
them. 
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Interpretation update 
 
 It was always going to be a rather uncomfortable 
process discussing interpretation in Applecross, such is the 
strength of feeling regarding this issue. Interpretation is of-
ten (mistakenly) taken to mean solely interpretive media: 
the material on the ground, like panels and features, or 
portable/off-site media such as leaflets and web content. 
A better definition is: ‘...the process of communicating 
messages and stories about our cultural and natural heri-
tage, providing the audience with inspiration and a wider 
understanding of our environment .’  

  

 The Black Isle-based firm Interpretaction were com-
missioned to facilitate the interpretation process in April 
2010, visiting on the 4th April and holding a community 
consultation, with further visits taking place on the 19th and 
20th May, with an audit undertaken of existing interpreta-
tion.   The draft plan will shortly be available for viewing 
from the ALPS website (www.visit-applecross.org.uk/
press.asp) and further feedback is welcomed. 

 

 During the planning process many issues were discussed from the problematic 
theme of car parking to the appropriate use of Gaelic.  There also appeared to be a 
general desire to interpret Applecross as being more than a nice spot for lunch during a 
day trip via some spectacular roads.  The story of life in Applecross is hard to tell to car-
borne visitors and it was thought that walking is key to connecting with the natural and 
cultural heritage. In general, people wanted to see the stories of Applecross told in a 
more inter-connected, meaningful and respectful way.  

 

 The interpretation plan will consider in detail the appropriate media (both off-site 
and on-site) to try and implement the definition cited above.  The aim is not to promote 
Applecross in order to increase visitor numbers, but to enable the community to commu-
nicate stories and messages which it decides are appropriate.   

 

 The interpretation plan is still being finalised, but at this stage there does seem to 
be some consensus that whatever is done should have a low environmental footprint. 
This means making the use of existing information hubs such as the Heritage Centre, with 
additional information to be web-based, or in the form of leaflets and self guided trails, 
with actual sites themselves hav-
ing little, or often nothing, of on-
the-ground physical interpreta-
tion present. There are few 
places in Scotland where one 
can enjoy a walk without being 
forced to view information 
boards, and Applecross is one 
of them.   

 

Thank you to all those who con-
tributed to the interpretation dis-
cussions and who took the time 
to fill out the questionnaires.  
Please do view the website 
where we will shortly be pre-
senting a draft of the plan. A 
hard copy is also available for 
viewing from the ALPS Office. 
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Clachan Church update 
 
 It has been a long time in 
coming, but the autumn should 
hopefully see the start of works 
on the restoration of Clachan 
Church. To remind those who 
may have forgotten, in October 
2010 ALPS was successful in at-
taining a further £52,000 grant 
from LEADER, with further funds 
pledged by the Applecross Trust. 
In our November issue we pub-
lished the results of a survey on 
people’s views on Clachan, and 
presented the form of the re-
placement windows which will 
be returning to the original de-
sign. 

 

 To reassure those who are 
fearful that the work will modern-
ise Clachan beyond recognition, 
there are no plans to change its basic look or feel. 
Essentially, Clachan will be the same from the out-
side and inside after the work. However, the roof will 
no longer leak, the windows will have been re-
placed, the stonework consolidated, the rotten 
joinery of the gallery structure repaired and made 
accessible, the electrics upgraded, the heating im-
proved, and a toilet added that would only be 
open when the church is in use. 

 

  Throughout 2010 the project has plodded 
along, sometimes frustratingly slowly, as the sched-
ule of works was finalised, suitable heating systems 
investigated and the tender process started. After 
15 companies expressed initial notes of interest in 
the work which was publicised locally, in the 
Press and Journal and the Scottish Govern-
ment’s Public Works website, four provided 
final tenders on the 15th July. We are currently 
in the process of assessing these and ensuring 
we are still able to complete all desired works 
within the budget we have. As yet, no con-
tractor has been appointed. 

 

 For the work to begin Planning Permis-
sion, Listed Building Consent, a Building War-
rant and Scheduled Monument Consent must 
be applied for. To complicate matters further, 
a bat license is required before works on the 
roof can be undertaken. This puts certain con-
straints on the timing of such works which is 
potentially problematic. Lime mortar is re-
quired for the stonework and the lime season 
ends in the autumn. Ideally, from a bat point 
of view, works wouldn’t take place until the 
autumn. Despite the challenges listed above, 
it is anticipated that works will begin late sum-
mer/early autumn and be completed by Easter 
2012. 

The full plans for Clachan 
Church will be available for 
viewing in the marquee at the 
head of the bay associated 
with the Maelrubha Festival on 
the 27th August (see separate 
article). Please do come 
along if you would like to 
know about the planned 
works in more detail. 
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In April 2011 the Applecross Community Company secured funding from the Climate Chal-
lenge Fund (separate from ALPS!) to run a project for 1 year, until end March 2012. 

The main aims of this project are:  

1) To take a proposed Community Micro-Hydro Scheme to planning permission stage, 
and  

2) To look at ways of reducing the carbon footprint of the Applecross peninsula, includ-
ing  reducing fuel bills, increasing recycling, promoting local food production and dis-
tribution, and sustainable transport (e.g. car sharing, cycling etc). 

Applecross Community Company 

Climate Challenge Project  

Following on from the open day we are in the process of asking local people for their views 
on the proposed hydro scheme and for ideas for carbon footprint reduction. Further details 
about the project will be distributed in the Applecross Community Company newsletter, out 
shortly.  

We are also planning further events (funding permitting): 

• Domestic renewable and energy saving tips and technologies 
(woodfuel, solar etc) - 20th October 

• Local food production and distribution 

• Craft workshops using recycled materials 

• Bicycle repairs and training 

If you would like to find out more, give your views directly or to get involved with any aspect 
of this project, please contact either: Alison Macleod <fishermanapx@btinternet.com>  
Carolyn Petersen <Petersen.Carolyn@gmail.com> or Angus Robertson (providing maternity 
cover for Carolyn) <blue1.skye@btinternet.com> ; Tel. 744332 (office). 

Applecross primary school 
children display their tree 
sculpture made from unused 
catalogues. 

We held a successful Open Day—hopefully the first of several project events— on 20th 
June, and this was well attended. We had stalls from the Energy Saving Trust (energy 
saving advice), Community Energy Scotland, Blythswood (recycling), RoWAN (Wester 
Ross recycling and composting) and Rag Tag n’Textiles (crafts made from recycled 
materials). The Applecross Primary School also had a display and pupils were on hand 
to show the work they have been doing on growing local food and recycling. Thanks 
to everyone involved, especially those organising stalls and displays and Kate and 
Ishbel for the catering. 

Project Open Day held on 20th June 

The Energy Saving Trust stall and other displays  
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Applecross Community Micro-Hydro Scheme 

The Community Company is investigating the feasibility of setting up a community micro-
hydro scheme producing approximately 99kW of power, exported to the national grid. A 
community hydro scheme could potentially bring a number of benefits to Applecross: 

- A long term sustainable income for community develop-
ment projects to be chosen through consultation with local 
people e.g. affordable housing, care of the elderly etc. 

- An increased ability to provide local solutions in answer to 
government cuts etc 

- Ultimately a stronger and more resilient community with a 
broader range of opportunities and more affordable housing 
to attract and retain the active population. 

- A contribution to renewable energy production and the re-
duction of our impact on the environment, contributing to 
more sustainable fuel and energy use and to combating cli-
mate change. 

Suggested turbine house designs 

The preferred site for economic, access and environmental reasons is the burn above the 
Applecross campsite (Allt na Breugaireachd), with the turbine house being located opposite 
the farm (subject to community consultation; contact us for details). 

The Scottish and UK governments have signed up to targets for developing renewable en-
ergy and therefore provide incentives and assistance, mainly through loans, to develop 
such schemes. 

We are currently asking people for their views on the proposed hydro scheme so if you have 
any comments or would like more information or to get involved please contact Alison, 
Carolyn or Angus on 744332 (office). 
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The Keeper’s Tale 
Interview with David Abraham 

Becoming the keeper here just sort of 
happened. My folks moved up to Ach-
nasheen from London when I was six,, 
and bought a hotel with my grandpar-
ents. There were three main estates 

around the area, and during the school holidays  I 
was helping out, packing wool bags and things like 
that – that’s what kids did – and it was all hand 
shears in those days. There was nothing else to do. I 
started as a lambing shepherd, but all the shep-
herds there tended to cull the deer as well, and I 
was always more interested in the deer side of it. I 
was going to go to college, but twice I got a job 
doing other things so I didn’t go in the end. I grew 
up with it, and my free time was all spent outside. I 
had applied for a keeper job in Achnashellach, but it 
was taken, and it was suggested that I write a letter to Applecross – everyone knew everybody then 
and which jobs were coming up – and I got an interview and the job. I’ve been the keeper here for 23 
years. I was 13 years on the other side, on the Russel side, and when the head keeper Ken Griffin re-
tired here I moved over... 

...Deer groups are generally hefted to their own area, but that can cover quite a few miles. If they are 
not in one place, then I’ll have a good idea as to where they’ll be. At this time of the year, many of 
the deer will be high up because of the midges. Those about the policies are used to being there. 
They’ll go up in the hills during the day but descend as the sun is going down and you get that kata-
batic wind thing going on keeping the midges off. In the winter time a lot of the animals come down 
to eat the kelp and seaweed. They are hardy, but they do move down in winter. Rain is the thing that 
knocks back their health though, more than snow. And if you get a ground frost and then snow, then 
that’s hard for them... 

...Deer were originally a woodland animal. They’ll spend time in the woods for shelter but the woods 
we have around here — spruce woods mainly — there isn’t much for them to eat. If it were hard-
woods, they would spend much more time and feed more. 

...The stags usually lose their antlers mid April every year, and the older ones will tend to lose them first. 
They’ll quite often chew them to get the nutrients out, and then start growing them again until about 
mid August. Then the blood flow will stop and the velvet on the outside will break down, and the horns 
will harden off and so the cycle begins again. Usually the antlers get bigger with age, depending on 
feeding. A Royal has six points on either side and an Imperial seven. What we call a Switch is a stag 
with just one point, so that’s like two swords, and we try and take out these animals because when 
they’re fighting  there are no points to lock off on, and they can do a lot of harm. But once a stag is 
past its prime it starts to lose points, so a switch may often be an older stag which may have been a 
ten pointer in its day.  I have seen a fourteen pointer here, but that’s rare. Down south maybe. A good 
stag here has 10 or 12 points... 

...The rut is in late September or October and the stags split up and go off on their own. It’s the first frost 
that tends to kick things off and get the hormones moving. The rut can go on night and day over a 
month. During this time they very rarely feed because they are spending too much time trying to hold 
their hinds and chasing other stags away. I have seen a stag with one hind, and one – not here I 
should say – with 150 hinds, and he was quite capable of servicing them all. Many of the younger stags 
will stay clear because of his body mass, but if another stag comes in to challenge him who is nearer 
his own body weight, whilst they are scrapping, a younger one might take his chance and nip in there.  
After they are rutted out, the stags start to meet up again and spend the summer in groups, and the 
hinds will spend the summer by themselves. Usually the hinds have one calf in June...    

...The stag season starts on the 1st July through to the 20th October. We usually shoot about 65 stags 
and about 150 hinds, and then 30 to 40 calves above that. The season very rarely starts up here before 
the middle or the start of August.  The point of starting mid August up until the rut is that you’re trying to 
remove the poor animals – the older ones and the younger ones that aren’t going to make it. Yes, cli-
ents come in, but it’s a necessary cull. The shooting is a by product that helps pay for the year round 
management of the animals. We have a deer management plan for Applecross, but we’re part of the 
South West Ross Deer Management Group which includes quite a number of estates. We’re different 
from other estates though. We’re not an island but we’re as good as being one. We have a residential 
population of deer and we pretty much know what we have. On other estates deer can move in and 
out and between them. Some of our stags do break out when they are rutting – some go as far as Tor-
ridon – and a few come in, but as a rule most of our animals stay here. We count them every year in 
March which involves four or five of us going out for five or six days and counting in pre-mapped ar-
eas, and we do it the same way every time, and that gives us our overall numbers of deer.  

We tend to take out a sixth of our hinds to keep the population stable. With stags, it depends how 
many you have in relation to the hinds. We’ve always had roughly between 600 and 750 hinds, and 
that relates to shooting about 65 stags each year. With stags, hinds and calves we have about 1,200. 
We’re very specific about what we shoot. We want to take out the old hinds – usually they have no 
calf, or a poor calf — and we take out the calf as well as it can’t survive on its own. It might also be a 
hind with last year’s calf which isn’t doing very well and you take the family group out.  I go on the look 

David Abraham - Portrait by Mary Overmeer 
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of the animal; its general condition; how it’s standing; its posture. 

The stag cull finishes on the 20th October. The hind season then starts on the 15th February. We usually 
leave them one or two weeks just to finish the rut off, to give them peace for a while, and then we’ll 
start on the hinds. The stags are all done with guests; the hinds we tend to do ourselves, and we shoot 
anything off the crofts. When I go out shooting hinds I might take out anywhere between two and 
eight animals from one firing position, and you have to recognise the hind and the calf, and you 
have to take the calf first, and recognise which the mother is when they all bunch up and start run-
ning. We don’t tend to get clients involved as it’s generally too difficult for them to do this. 

I like to be under 150 yards with stags. With clients that I know, I have let them shoot up to 200 yards, 
but that’s only when I am sure of their capabilities, and I have known them for years and the stag is in 
the right place and right position. If things aren’t right, I won’t let them take the shot. It is a broadside 
heart shot for clients. Sometimes a neck shot if you are about 70 yards, but normally a broadside, in 
behind the shoulder. With the rifles we are using, you have a football size engine room space for the 
heart and lungs, but you have to be accurate to kill the animals cleanly which is what it is all about. A 
stag, even with a bullet through the heart can run 70 or 80 yards no bother. He’s technically dead, 
but this is on adrenaline. 

Typically on a Monday morning you have new guests, and we’ll meet at the larder and decide on 
the wind and roughly what area we are going in to. We might go to the top of the Bealach and go 
down towards Toscaig , or we might go over the tops into one of the corries. If there is an east wind it 
is pointless going into certain areas; if there is a west wind you can get away with most things on this 
ground; if you get a north or north westerly in the early part of the stag season, it can be very tricky. 
We then go to the target with our guests and I expect them to put three shots in a target under two 
inches at 105m. This is partly to check the rifles and partly to settle down the client and make sure 
they can shoot and are confident. If they are not doing that, then we stay there until they are. 

Up in the hills, when we get to the shot we’ll have the rifle loaded with the safety on, and they’ll be 
brought into the rifle when we want them to shoot. We decide which animal it will be. If it goes OK 
they are told to reload and wait for further instructions. If something goes wrong and we’re not happy 
with the shot, then they’re told to leave the rifle or hand it to us. It’s very restricted. If a client wants to 
go in carrying his rifle, then I’ll take the bullets and he has no ammunition on him.    

We use different calibres – 243s is the lowest you can use for red deer in Scotland. We used to use 
them but found that with some clients you are better with a heavier calibre. There is also the 270, 275 
and 308. The muzzle velocity is about 3,000 feet per second and these bullets go a long way. The likes 
of a 243 has a pretty flat trajectory. 

...Once the shot is fired and the beast down, we’ll wait for the other animals to disperse on their own. 
We’ll keep an eye on the dead animal and approach it with the rifle out just in case the bullet has 
only stunned it. It doesn’t happen very often, but you approach with caution. You then check it’s 
dead, bleed it by putting a knife in the throat to clear the chest and take out the food pipe, separat-
ing it from the wind pipe and tie it off. Then you’ll open up the stomach, take everything out, clear 
out the back passage and then pull out the feedpipe with the rest of the stomach so there is no con-
tamination of the meat. Then it is either a case of dragging it to where the pony can get to, or bring-
ing in the argo. From the animal being gutted you want to drag it as little as possible. The ghillies main 
job is to help get the deer out... 

...We then winch the beast into the larder, take the hill weight [without the guts], put it onto the dress-
ing table and take off the head and legs, open up the chest, wipe down the inside and then it goes 
into the chill room where it is kept below 7 degrees. It will be there to drip for a day. Then I’ll skin it, and 
the dealer will come in once a week and take everything away. I usually sell between a dozen and 
twenty animals locally through the year. During the rut, when the hormones are running through the 
stag, and his neck is three times the usual size, and he’s all hyped up and his liver is filled with adrena-
line, then the meat is certainly an acquired taste. Some people don’t like the taste of venison at all, 
but it depends on when it was shot, how it was shot and how it was handled and prepared. If it isn’t 
dressed right, and hung properly, then you can have problems with the meat. We hang ours for be-
tween five and eight days in the winter time if we are selling locally. We’ve never had any com-
plaints... 

 ...For Scotland I think deer are important. They’re part of our heritage and they shouldn’t be classed 
as vermin. There needs to be a balance for trees and wildlife, but if the management tools such as 
fencing are in place and the numbers are right, they are exceptionally important. But that’s just my 
view. Economically between the clients and the venison, the cost of deer management will hardly 
wash its face, but they are here and they have to be managed. The ground does need some graz-
ing...   

...It’s all red deer here. We have shot one sikka on Applecross, and there are some roe deer on the 
coast line. We’ll shoot sikka on sight to stop hybrids. We want to keep our bloodlines as clean as possi-
ble... 

..A keeper has got to be self contained. You spend a lot of time on your own in your own company. I 
like spending time outdoors. Most of all, you have to love the animals you are killing. It might seem 
odd, but if you don’t respect them, you shouldn’t be in the job. The job is about good animal man-
agement. You shouldn’t be there if you like killing things. Being able to watch the animals in 
their own environment  is special. The work is challenging and every day is different.  I 
wanted to do this since I was 13 or 14 years old, and I kept working on the estates in my holi-
days, and I have always just done it. 
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Easter & Summer Events: A Review 

Heritage trail (12th March):  Despite it being bit-
terly cold, eight members of the community 
joined the archaeologist Cathy Dagg to try and 
finalise the route of the proposed Heritage Trail 
that will provide new access to many of the hid-
den and currently inaccessible archaeological 
gems of Applecross. 

 
The group met in the campsite carpark and af-
ter wistfully discussing the old mill at the model 
farm, and what a superb project it would be to 
restore it, set off on the proposed route. The first 
stop was the impressive broch which has been 
excavated over the past few years led by the 
Archaeological Society, and which although still 
in need of further work, is already open for the 

public to enjoy via a new path. After passing two ventilated Top Barns (Hebridean 
Barns) of national importance, only one of which still has a roof (see separate article), 
the group departed from an existing track at the edge of Carnoch hazel woods 
through Torgarve plantation, passing by some old scalloped walled fields of consider-
able antiquity - possibly dating back to the bronze age - which were last used in the 
1800s, before pausing at the abandoned Torgarve township. Next stop was an old 
malting/grain dryer, thought to be an ideal location for a future archaeological training 
event (see separate article), and then two possible roundhouses (further research re-
quired) and an intriguing collection of buildings at the side of another plantation close 
to Langwell Clearance Village (possible pig farm?).  The final stop was Langwell town-
ship itself, which once supported a population of 1,000 before all inhabitants were 
evicted during the Clearances. It was mid afternoon by this time, and although the 
views were stunning across Applecross Bay, the cold was beginning to be felt by every-
one, so it was decided to return home. 

 

Exploring Nature’s Larder (22nd April):  A 
break in the fine spell of weather, but nev-
ertheless, the lure of learning about spring 
wildfoods was great enough for 27 people 
(approximately 1/3 local to Applecross) to 
join wild food expert Miles Irving on Easter 
Friday to forage around the bay.  
The event started in the Walled Garden 
where Miles turned normal gardening phi-
losophy on its head by focusing on the gas-
tronomic possibilities provided by the com-
monplace weeds that grow amongst the 
cultivated species that usually take centre-
place in the kitchen. After discussing the 
relative merits and methods of preparation 
of such species as ground elder, common 
nettle, white dead nettle, hogweed and 
bittercress, the party moved towards the 
bay grazing on route on lime leaves, watermint, sorrel and brooklime. Close to the 
spout well Miles discussed the dangers of harvesting and the importance of plant iden-
tification by focusing on the deadly poisonous hemlock water dropwort which can look 
similar to flat leaved parsley. All members of the carrot family should be treated with 
great caution. On the beach there was significant discussion of the value of seaweeds 
both as a food (deep fried wrack anyone?) or as a basis of stocks, with scurvy grass, 
yarrow, sea sandwort and orache (only peeping through the sand at this time of year) 
all the focus of animated discussions, with various members of the group also adding 
their own personal experiences. Everyone left inspired by Miles' infectious enthusiasm 
and love of wildfoods. The organisers of the event would like to thank Miles for sharing 
his knowledge so generously with us.  
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Willow weaving workshop (16th April):  Twelve people took 
part in the workshop at Ri-aulaidh Cuaig led by Jane Wilkin-
son, a professional basket maker and wood craft teacher. 
The weather stayed fine so those present were able to work 
outside with sticks set into the ground. 
  
On the first day hazel and willow hurdles were made that 
can serve for plant shelters in the garden or as the basis for  
internal wattle and daub screens that could be included in 
such structures as the round house currently being built on 
the edge of Carnoch wood. On the second day, willow pea

-cone structures were fashioned, some reaching an impressive two and a half metres 
high which proved to be a challenge to get into a car for the journey home. Everyone 
had a good time not only learning some of the skills of hazel and willow weaving but 
enjoying each other’s company and working together. It was good to see four new lo-
cal potential basket makers ‘hooked’ under Jane’s expert guidance.  
 
Taking the sting out of a wet afternoon (21st May): Yet another howling day (!), but nev-
ertheless, seven hardy souls ventured to Tom and Leslie’s craft shop in Cuaig to learn 
about the environmental and cultural uses of nettles. The afternoon started with a 
warming bowl of nettle soup and glass of nettle beer (a highly recommended combi-
nation!), before those present were treated to a guided tour of unusual artefacts from 
around the world made from nettles, including a fishing net and a shawl. Demonstra-
tions were provided on how to dye wool with nettles (green or yellow is obtained de-
pending on the mordant used and the material of the cauldron (iron for green)), and 
on extracting the fibres from nettle stems to produce rope. In addition, a method of ob-
taining garden fertilizer from nettles was described. Finally, the value of nettles to wild-
life was highlighted, with this maligned plant being an essential fodsource for many ani-
mals, including the caterpillars of the small tortoiseshell butterfly. All those present 
agreed that they would never look at nettles in the same way again.  
 
Dragonfly Day (11th June):  Despite (or perhaps because of?) 
the good weather, this was a poorly attended event (only 
two from Applecross/Kyle area), with a further four partici-
pants involved for part of the day. This was a shame as a 
treat was missed. Those who attended saw some of the 
area's most beautiful, fierce but fragile creatures close at 
hand. Dragonfly expert Jonathan Willet gave an illustrated 
talk in the morning on dragonfly ecology and taught those 
present how to identify the region's species as adults and 
nymphs. After coffee, with colanders in hand the group went 
to Milton Loh and then ventured up into the lochans ca. 2 
km E of Milton. The technique of 'guddling' was taught and those present had the 
chance to see 10 species either as flying adults or nymphs including: the Azure Hawker, 
Common Hawker, Golden-ringed Dragonfly, Common Blue Damselfly, Blue-tailed Dam-
selfly, White-faced Darter, Four-spotted Chaser, Large Red Damselfly, Black Darter and 
the Common Darter. During the day three new species were added to the 10km x 
10km grid square NG74 Odonata list taking it to 12! Thanks to Jonathan and Babs for 
coming over and sharing their infectious enthusiasm with us. 
 

Walking & Talking: The Guided Walks Programme 
June 2011 saw the initiation of the Applecross Guided Walks programme. Sixteen guided 
walks have been given to date with approximately 100 people attending. This project aims 
to provide visitors with knowledgeable local guides who can help uncover some of the 
cultural and natural treasures of the peninsula. So far, walks have taken place twice a 
week through the summer period, and have focused primarily on the heritage of the bay 
area. There are plans to extend these to the vicinity of the broch, the model farm and as-
sociated dam, and the Hebridean Barns.  There is currently funding in place to help subsi-
dise this programme and it is hoped that in future years guided walks in Applecross can be 
self sustaining during the busy tourist season, providing visitors with a unique insight into their 
chosen holiday destination, and a rewarding means of minor income for those acting as 
guides. Those who have been giving walks have found it an enjoyable experience sharing 
their knowledge of their home to an appreciative audience. 

If anyone would like to find out more about this programme and perhaps be trained to 
give guided walks locally, please contact Elodie at the ALPS office. 



 

THEME TRAINING  

Land / environmental 
management and 
related  skills 

Path building/maintenance 2 

Drystane dyking 2 

Bee-keeping 7 

Managing croft land/gardens for wildlife 7 

Organic vegetable growing 1 

Forestry (afforestation) 1 

Forestry (chainsaw) 5 

Bracken/invasive species control 8 

Animal husbandry 3 

Butchery 2 

Lime mortar 3 

Strimming/spraying 3 

Fencing 0 

Local cultural heritage 
/ history 

Oral history training 3 

Archiving/digitisation of historic records 4 

Graveyard recording 3 

Place names 5 

Gaelic language Gaelic language training 6 

First Aid etc Basic to advanced First Aid courses 8 

Music 
Traditional music tuition (individual and groups; band 
development) etc 

5 

Photography Photography/Photoshop 10 

Archaeological training 
Experimental archaeology 4 

Site recording 4 

Building survey 2 

 Desk-based study 2 

 Field-based study 4 

Wildlife monitoring and 
identification 

Identification skills in wildlife (bees, butterflies, dragonflies, 
birds, mammals, flowers etc.) 

7 

Wildlife survey techniques 5 

IT, business , financial, 
marketing skills 

Web design 6 

Record keeping (including practical book-keeping 
introduction) 

5 

Fly/Coarse Fishing Fly/Coarse Fishing 2 
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New skills & learning 
Training is an important component of ALPS. Although the tendency is to think of structured  
learning leading to accreditation (e.g. drystane dyking; First Aid courses; Chainsaw CS30/31; 
other LANTRA awards etc.), many of the ALPS projects include provision for more informal 
training and learning as an integral part of a wider set of activities. These include the Apple-
cross Guided Walks programme, the Community Archaeology Programme, the Bardic 
School project, and the Place-names project.  

In addition, where appropriate we have asked contractors bidding to deliver ALPS projects 
to provide employment opportunities so they can share their skills, and also to try and ensure 
that economic benefits are felt locally as far as possible.  Such an approach was taken for 
the recent path works, for example, and three members of the Applecross community have 
been employed under the main paths contract, with two receiving over one month’s worth 
of paid training on path construction and maintenance as a result. This initial practical 
grounding will be followed up with training courses facilitated by the charity Paths for All in 
the autumn 2011. 

The type of training possible under ALPS is constrained by the objectives of the funders and 
must be relevant to conserving the natural or cultural heritage. However, this does give con-
siderable potential to include a broad scope of themes.   

To try and finalise what training people might be interested in, a volunteer was recruited be-
tween March and June 2011 to assist with preparing a consultation exercise conducted on 
the 20th May. This built on previous consultations undertaken during the ALPS development 
phase. The following local training wishes were identified at this time: 

No. 
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Training already provided under ALPS in2011 includes:  

Training component & 
details 

Date(s) imple-
mented 

No. of people attend-
ing 

Implementer 

Drystane Dyking       

Drystane Dyking Level 1 

& exam 
20th-26th January 

2011 
6 attending course; 5 

passing exam 
DSWA, Seumas Campbell 

(accredited) 

Path building & mainte-

nance 
      

Path building and main-

tenance 
6th May 2011 – on-

going 
2 (one month each) George Mundell 

Additional training       

Bronze Age building 

techniques 
15th-16th January 

2011 
31 Brian Wilson 

Local geology 28th-29th January 13 Donald Fisher, chartered geologist; 

Georanger 

Willow weaving 16th/17th April 12 Jane Wilkinson 

Emergency First Aid at 

Work (HSE approved) 

  

30 April 2011  10 St. Andrews First Aid (accredited) 

Social surveys May 2011 – ongoing 2 Hazel Bews 

Chainsaw operation & 

certification 
23-31 May 2011 4 (1 paid by ALPS) Brian Jarret (CS30/31 accredited), 

SAC 

Dragonfly identification 11th June 2011 2 Jonathon Willet 

Gaelic classes (through 

Bardic School) 
27th June – 2nd July 

2011 
5 Donald & Ishbel Ferguson 

Book keeping 11th July 2011 7 Hilary Crick 

Archaeological training 

(field recording) 
16th and 17th July 4 Cathy Dagg 

Total people trained to 
date (June 8th 2011) 

  98 (of which 19 ac-
credited) 

  

There are plans to continue the training programme in the autumn period with the following 
courses identified: drystone dyke training (LANTRA Level 2), knapsack proficiency (PA1/6), first 
aid, oral history and archiving training, website design, archaeological training 
(transformation by fire/geophysical surveys) and bee keeping.  

All opportunities will be advertised on noticeboards and on the website, or additionally con-
tact Elodie in the ALPS office if you have an interest in any of those cited above.  

 

Traditional arts/crafts 
Basket weaving 6 

Dyeing 2 

Natural medicines 6 

Guided walks Guided walks training (information/presentation etc.) 3 

Internships / work 
placements 

The opportunity exists for running internships / work 
placements within the ALPS projects or ALPS office. These 
would be open to all, and we would encourage Plockton 
students and recent school leavers to apply. The focus 
would be tailored to the interest of the individual. 
 

 

Other training suggestions / comments: Guitar training/dancing (1); Tree propagation (2); 
Beginners crafting (1); Accountancy (1); non chemical control of invasive native species 
(1); pig keeping (1); touch typing (1)  
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The Fisherman’s Tale 
Interview with Alistair MacLeod 

 

I first went to sea in ’78. I left school in the 6th year, and went for a summer job with 
a guy called Ruairidh Finlayson from Kyle. The boat was called the Dauntless Star, 
and we mainly fished the Sound of Sleat and Loch Hourn. We used to do two day 
trips, heading off on Monday morning, haul over the creels, then start from the 

other end and work our way back. And that was for prawns. I was too late for white fish. 
The Isa – that was the Cameron’s – now that used to do the ground nets in the winter time. I 
came to Applecross in ’83, and I think that was one of their last winters. Fishing was very, 
very poor at that time, and they caught very little. It was the winter cod they were after. 
Commercially, cod hasn’t been caught since then, and they were at the end of that era 
really. 

So I came here in ’83 and bought my first boat in’84, and that was all creels – crabs and 
shellfish, mainly prawns and squat lobster, and scallops as well. I had a scallop farm for a 
while. That was good fun, and as green as green can be, because you are catching wild 
seed, and the biological chances of that seed becoming a scallop is really small, and 
you’re creating a man made settlement area, and then growing them on from 10mm. And 
by the time you sell them they’ve spawned twice, and replaced themselves in the food 
chain twice. Without you, they probably wouldn’t have existed in the first place. So that 
was good and unusual in fishing really– replacing more than you are actually taking. I 
stopped because it was hard, hard work and also issues with environmental hygiene. The 
authorities went through a spell of discovering that algal blooms, when they break down, 
are toxic, and it was a bandwagon thing really. They tested scallops for PSP [paralytic shell-
fish poisoning] and ASP [amnesiac shellfish poisoning] resulting from these algal blooms, 
and found it in scallops. The fisherman’s gripe was that they tested the whole animal. Scal-
lops are filter feeders and the toxin resides in the gut and the kidney – the bits that you 
never eat – and what they would do is close boxes down if they found three or four cases 
of toxin, so it became harder and harder to keep the business going. You would have to 
send in a sample the next week, and then the next week if your samples were above the 
safety levels, and the safety levels were so miniscule. You know, based on an eighty year 
old who is susceptible to eating half a ton of infected scallop meat. The whole thing was 
over-bearing. But I had a good ten or fifteen years of doing it. 

It’s always been creel fishing in my time, the white fish were already gone when I started, 
but even in the creels, you used to find the occasional haddies [small haddock], and I 
can’t remember when I last saw one of them. Twenty five years ago I used to catch small 
hake in the creels too, but I haven’t seen a hake for twenty years. Codling are slightly more 
plentiful now. They have come back a wee bit, but we used to catch a lot of those. Even 
the ling are less plentiful. Pretty much all fish have just about disappeared. And with prawns, 
it is the size that’s the huge difference now, compared to 20 years ago. In the past, the ma-
jority would be medium large, or extra large [8 to 20 prawns per 2Kg], and now the majority 
are small or medium… In the area between Kyle and the Sand Base there are 45 to 50 
boats fishing. That in-
cludes boats from Kyle, 
Kyleakin, Broadford, 
Strome, Plockton, four 
from Applecross, and 
Shieldaig to a lesser 
extent. These are all 
going for prawns.  

In the last 10 years the 
number of fishermen 
have halved in Apple-
cross. The boats going 
have been the Danny 
Boy, the My Amber, 
the Fiona, the Amity 
and the Jeannie L. 
Those five boats have 
all gone, and the last 
trawler is moving off to 
Raasay too, so now 
you only have the 
Kingfisher, the Varuna, 
the Michelle and the 

Creels on Shieldaig Pier - Photo by Steve Carter 
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Grace Anne left. The fleet has halved. For vari-
ous reasons; some retirals, but some have just 
decided it’s not worth it any more.  

Why do I still do it? I just love being at sea. It’s 
that simple, and I get paid for it. It used to be a 
bit of a grind when you weren’t making money 
and you were in debt, but I’m more relaxed 
about it now. I am uncomfortable about how 
fishermen in general are making money. We’re 
still catching too many small prawns which 
don’t get to breed and replace the stock. I 
would much rather catch less and be paid 
more for them, but that’s not the way of it. In an 
ideal world I would rather catch more and be 
paid less as that would mean the stocks were 
healthy. The increase in prices insulates us a bit 
from the degrading environmental baseline. 
We just pretend the stock isn’t crashing.  

Those old timers who fished before us would be 
absolutely shocked by the sea today. Danny 
Beaton used to live in Toscaig, and I remember 
him telling me in the mid 1980s that he used to 
trawl for salmon by putting hooks over the side. 
Now, I don’t know when the last time was 
someone caught a salmon with a net here…  

…The old guys were far more skillful than us. We 
have the technology and the screens, but 
these guys used to chase the fire – the phos-
phorescence, the zooplankton that the herring 
would be after, and they would circle the shoal 

with a ring net. I was talking to an old guy  - Hector MacLeod – a few months ago who used 
to work the Mary Anne which my dad used to be on, and he said that one time they went 
off the Barra Head where the Soulanders  fish – that’s the guys from Argyll and that – and 
they heard there were lots of herring there and that week they were steaming backwards 
and forwards full to the gunnels with herring. And it all went to fish meal. And he shook his 
head. Such beautiful fish, and that story tells you how badly we’ve managed the sea. Her-
ring is just full of Omega 3. And that was a 90 year old shaking his head about what he had 
done, and it’s always the way. The old guys tell you what they shouldn’t have done and I’ll 
be doing the same, but it’s the practicalities, the mortgages, the families that drive it. And 
that’s what I believe. We have to do something about it. 

…The other thing that bothers me is that we fish down. All the top predators have now gone. 
That’s your cods, the haddocks, hakes. We’ve fished down the pelagic through sprats and 
herring, and now we’re down to the shellfish, the bottom feeders. They taste lovely. They’re 
brilliant, but they are one up from the bottom of the chain, and that’s jellyfish. And the 
Americans are already trawling for jellyfish and selling it to the Japanese market – jellyfish 
salad and spiced jellyfish – and they’re making $1,000 per haul and a shrimper can make 
maybe $600/day. That’s a continuation of fishing down.  

…I used to haul the creels every day, and you get weekend fishing: bigger and better stuff 
at the weekend, but then you had a two day lie, and we’re now on a three day lie. And 
sometimes if the fishing is bad they’re down all week. To make enough money you have to 
get more creels. I have more creels than I should have, and I admit that, but I try to put stuff 
back.  

The season is 12 months.  Winter prices are very high. Generally in January, February and 
March you get a burst of bigger medium prawns and that’s the spring fishing: they’re getting 
ready for breeding. And May, June and the beginning of July is very poor as they’re casting 
their shells, and then you start to catch smaller prawns in the summer and they have a green 
sac and that’s the egg stage, and they’re in the body and the top of the tail muscle. At the 
moment we’re catching prawns with half formed eggs – it’s like a green soup over the tails – 
and you can still get paid for them, but if you got the industry to stop buying them, that 
would be a big move forward, but it would hit a lot of people very hard. The creel men 
would say they can’t afford to put them back. I suppose the counter-argument is that in the 
long run you can’t afford not to put them back. We’re coming into berries now [prawns with 
eggs], and they carry the eggs for about six months, and I do try and put them back... 

… I would have to say that trawling has to be banned in inshore waters. Full stop. Trawling 
and dredging. It’s indiscriminate and its aggressive fishing. You’re taking everything that’s 
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there to get what you want, and 
throwing away everything you 
don’t want and are not allowed 
to sell. The creel men can put 
everything back that they don’t 
want. If it’s a berry you have, and 
you put it back, it’s probably go-
ing to live. Even better than that 
would be to put an escape panel 
in the creel, but that’s a step too 
far for me because I know that I 
can’t quite commercially do that 
unless the whole fishery does it. I 
put the berries back, but I know 
that someone else will probably 
take it. But you have to block that 
out and believe that what you 
are doing is as good as you can 
do, that you’re a good fisher-
man…  

You can have as many creels as 
you want on a boat. All you have 
to do is take five day courses, buy 
a license on the Internet, buy a boat, buy creels and you’re fishing. You don’t have to rent 
the sea bed… 

There are two different types of fishermen. Some are percentage fishermen, and I’m one of 
them. I hardly move my gear – sometimes into deeper water, but generally I fish in the same 
areas. Others shift their gear, chasing the prawns, and then you can get snarling of gear. 
One always tries to get out of the way of other fishermen, but you do get folk shooting their 
gear over yours... creel men don’t work well together. Trawler men work far better together 
than us.   A fleet is 50 creels, and I’ve got 1,100 creels. Some would say that is far too many, 
but I don’t go out every day.  

…It all sounds pessimistic. Sometimes the fishing can be good and you can still make some 
money, but the trend is downwards. It’s not depressing being in the water though. I love it. 
It’s the seasons. You’re attached to them. I was out two days ago and it was a beautiful day 
and we took home a good haul, and it was good money. What I try and do is not get 
caught up with it and fish every day to make even more money. You try and back off. But 
it’s hard to criticise the guys that hammer it and hammer it and hammer it. They’ve got fami-
lies, and mortgages, and debts, and it’s difficult for them. 

The problem is that there are no controls. The white fish won’t come back unless there is a 
north-west movement. The white fish move inshore and offshore, and the system used to be 
that the herring shoals would come in and lay their eggs in the lochs, and the white fish 
would come and eat the eggs, and then go offshore again. Any movement has to be the 
Minch, or outside the Minch. But folk are tied into trawling. If there was just long lining, it 
would be better I’m sure. And dredging is just so disruptive. Especially for scallops as it is only 
the third or fourth run that they get them as they hide in wee gullies.  You then can’t touch 
that ground. Divers would be far better…The mobile sector has to go for sure. The creels, if 
they are not regulated, will do away with it just as well, but slower. We know scientifically 
that we have to have a good stock for creels to work. It has been shown that to get five or 

six prawns in the creel when you haul it up, 
there are 160 odd advances, comings and 
goings, you know, a prawn taking a look, 
crawling over it, having a look, not going 
in. You need a really good healthy stock for 
the creel to work. 

…Fishermen. We all hate each other. It’s 
always everybody else’s fault. The Scottish 
guys blame the Spanish, and the French, 
even if they’re not here, and the trawler 
men blame the creel men for taking the 
berries, and the creel men blame the 
trawler men for trashing everything. It’s a 
history of mismanagement. We’re all re-
sponsible. 



Curious corn kilns  

Cathy Dagg, Applecross Community Archaeology Training Project  
  

 The first outing of the Applecross Commu-
nity Archaeology training project was a weekend   
investigating and recording some of the corn kilns 
of Applecross. Day one was spent at Torgarve, a 
kiln which will feature in the planned archaeologi-
cal trail. We cleared back vegetation and re-
moved tumbled rubble to reveal the structure, 
then recorded it by making a measured plan and 
photographic records. On the second day we 
visited four more examples of kilns, at Rhuroin, 
Ardheslaig, Fearnmore and Cuaig. Despite rain, 
midgies and shoulder high bracken we managed 
to get basic measurements and photographs of 
each one for comparison. This will enable us to 
get them recorded as sites on the Highland His-
toric Environment record, a database of all the 
archaeological sites in the Highlands, managed by Highland Council Historic Environment 
Team. 

 Corn kilns are a little-known archaeological feature. We don’t know when they were 
first used, but they appear to have continued up to the end of the 19th century. It is believed 
that they are mostly associated with what is known as ‘post-mediaeval settlement’ i.e. the 
pattern of townships and farmsteads that existed until the clearances or improvements 
moved people onto crofting areas, villages or emigrant ships.  Every township or farmstead 
would have had at least one corn kiln. 

 They are circular structures, with a drying platform over a bowl-shaped chamber. 
Heat from the fire was carried through a flue and rose through the drying floor, where the 
grain had been spread on a bed of straw. Kilns were often built into slopes or banks, facing 
the prevailing wind. In some areas these stood alone. Elsewhere they were built into a small 
kiln barn where winnowing and storage could also be carried out. 

 There is very little written or oral evidence for the use of the kilns. It seems that each 
household would take it in turns to light the fire, using their own fuel, to toast the grain until it 
was dry and brittle enough to grind. The grinding could have been by hand, using a quern, 
or in a small click mill associated with the township, or at a larger mill serving a wider com-
munity. On the west coast the grain would have been oats. The old men would have sat 
tending the fire, making sure it didn’t get too hot and burn the grain, and putting the world 
to rights. 

 The Applecross kilns all have a small annexe, just large enough for the fire and a small 
sitting area. This is slightly different from most of the examples I’ve seen elsewhere and possi-
bly a local adaptation dictated by weather and building materials. They seem to be re-
mote, almost hidden in the modern landscape, but 200 years ago they would have been 
close to the areas of settlement and crop growing. The Rhuroin kiln, for example, is now hid-
den in woodland, but it’s only a few decades ago that a hay crop was being taken just 
above it. 

 But were they all used for oats? Almost certainly kilns were also used for drying malt 
for brewing and distilling. The more remote, hidden kilns were probably used in illicit distilling. 
The kiln built into the cave at Cuaig is probably the same as the one written about by Seton 
Gordon in ‘Highways and byways in the west Highlands’: ‘On the further shore of this bay is a 

cave, accessible only at low tide, where 
a whisky still was hidden in former days, 
but the smugglers have long gone and 
now the rock pigeons which roost in the 
cave have the place to themselves’ 

 There are many more of these kilns, 
both for oats and illicit distilling, waiting to 
be found in the Applecross peninsula, 
and we haven’t yet got on to kelp kilns 
and lime kilns! I hope those in Applecross 
who attended will be inspired by the 
weekend to go out and do their own 
fieldwork to identify and record these fas-
cinating structures. 

The next community archaeological training 
event will be learning basic techniques of 
geophysical survey (using technology to cre-
ate maps of  subsurface archaeological fea-
tures), on Saturday September 3rd. Everyone 
is welcome, and no previous archaeological 
experience is necessary. For more details, 
contact me at cathydagg@gmail.com or call 
01854 633 337. THIS EVENT WILL BE FOLLOWED 
BY A BBQ IN THE EVENING AT THE BROCH!!! 
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South Coast Deer Fence  
Since our last update (February 2011), 
work has focused on preparing an appli-
cation to the Crofting Counties Agricul-
tural Grant Scheme (CCAGS). We are 
currently waiting for the outcome of this 
crofters-led application. Should it be suc-
cessful, we will be much closer to achiev-
ing the funding target which is signifi-
cantly in excess of £100,000 for the 7.5 km 
line. As reported earlier, much of the ter-
rain to be traversed is rock, and the cost 
of the fence reflects this. A response is 
expected from CCAGS by September 
2011 and a positive outcome will dra-
matically improve the chances of realis-
ing this ambitious project. During the 
course of the application, contractors 
who initially tended for the work were 
approached for revised bids to take into 
account an increase in material costs 
since the first tenders were obtained in 
November 2010.  Still much work to do on 
the planning of this project, but hopefully 
our next newsletter will report some posi-
tive news!  

Top Barns of Applecross 
Applecross has many unusual buildings of great historic value. Not least of these are a pair 
of hay or threshing  barns, known as Top Barns or Hebridean Barns. These B-Listed buildings 
lie adjacent to the broch and can be readily seen on the well-used track to Carnoch and 
Torgarve. Until recently these barns featured significantly in community life, with the south-
ern-most barn – once thatched with heather, but now unfortunately roofless – acting as a 

venue for dances into the 1970s. 

This pair of buildings are considered 
very unusual regionally, and are a 
rare example of a type of barn 
found on in the Wester Ross par-
ishes of Applecross, Gairloch and 
Lochbroom. They show a strong 
Hebridean influence in their walling 
of stone bound by shell-lime mor-
tar.  Their basic design originally 
comprises five bays with open sides 
and ventilated panels at the open-
ings. Probably originally of hazel 
hurdles, these earliest panels were 
subsequently replaced by roughly 
cut timber ‘backs’ from the sawmill. 
Only a few of these survive today. 
Their construction was to maximise 
air movement from the direction of 
the prevailing wind, for the purpose 
of threshing corn and drying hay.  
At some point in it past, two deep 
silage pits were dug within the 

northern-most barn, which are currently covered with wooden shutters. 

Recent years have not been kind to the barns, with the roof of the northern-most structure 
and the pillars on the point of collapse. Through ALPS it is hoped to consolidate and con-
serve this building in the first instance during the autumn period, safeguarding one of the 
heritage treasures associated with the Mains farm. 
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FÀILTE GU SGÌRE NA COMRAICH! 
ALPS is pleased to announce the 
launch of the Gaelic version of 
the ALPS website. For those who 
wish to be kept informed on ALPS 
activities (in English or Gaelic!), to 
view downloads,  browse monthly 
updates and management group 
meeting minutes,  or perhaps see 
what training or contract opportu-
nities may be available, please 
visit www.visit-applecross.org If 
you are not a Gaelic speaker, not 
to worry. The English version is still 
live and updated on a regular ba-

Return of the Bard 
 With its strong Gaelic heritage and 
inspirational scenery, where better to host a 
Gaelic poetry and singing festival than Ap-
plecross?  The week long residential course 
organised by Bealach was based at the 
Venture Trust between the 27th June and 2nd 
July, and was the first of what is hoped will 
be a growing annual event. There were 
considerable challenges to be overcome in 
hosting something so 
ambitious, but those 
who attended – some 
travelling from as far 
south as the English 
Home Counties – were 
agreed that the effort 
was worthwhile. The 
week featured Mòd 
gold medal-winning 
singers such as Kenna 
Campbell and Seumas 
Campbell, the conduc-
tor Kenneth Thompson, 
the writer, broadcaster 
and journalist Roddy 
MacLean, and some of 
the most gifted Gaelic 
poets of this generation including Aonghas 
MacNeacail, Meg Bateman, Rody Gorman 
and Maoilios Caimbeul. There is unlikely to 
be a similar gathering of Gaelic poetic and 
singing talent anywhere in Scotland this 
year.  

 Throughout the week an average of 
20 people attended each of 19 events, the 
majority of which were held in Gaelic. Simul-
taneous translation was available for those 
who needed it.  The theme of the week was 
the local legendary poet William Ross who 
was the focus of both biographical and 
singing sessions. No poetry event within sight 
of Raasay could be considered complete 
without consideration of the most distin-
guished of all modern Gaelic poets : Sorley 
MacLean. Born across the Inner Sound, his 
upbringing was rooted in Gaelic culture and 

in its rich song tradition. The centenary of his 
birth and his life were celebrated at the 
Bardic School through sessions looking at his 
life, his work, and music influenced by him. 
One of the highlights of the week was a talk 
by an Applecross native - Gordon Cameron 
- on Coille Mhuiridh.  

 Attendees to the school included a 
mixture of fluent, par-
tially fluent and non- 
Gaelic speakers, and 
Gaelic classes were held 
throughout the week.  
For those already with a 
degree of fluency, part 
of the thrill was to hear 
so much Gaelic spoken 
continuously over a five 
day period. To hear 
Gaelic would have 
been an everyday oc-
currence in the not so 
distant past in Apple-
cross. It is hoped in part, 
that this event will help 
ensure the language 

continues. Over 10% of the population of 
Applecross attended one or more events 
and the school received significant press 
coverage in the West Highland Free Press 
and BBC Alba. Considering it was the first 
time such an event has been hosted in Ap-
plecross, great feedback was received from 
those who came.  

 And those who missed it? Not to 
worry, a similar programme of Gaelic talent 
will be featuring in next year’s festival! 
To help with organisation for next year, 
Bealach is looking to recruit a part time lo-
gistics manager to help ensure the school in 
2012 reaches its full potential. Please con-
tact Derek MacLennan if you are interested 
in the work of Bealach, the Bardic school, or 
this position.  
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Applecross Walled Garden 
Jackie Liuba 
 

I first found the Walled Garden by accident. 
Seeing a small sign promising organic vege-
tables, I walked into a green haven that was 
throbbing with life. In most areas weeds were 
gaining the upper hand but there were pock-
ets of productivity which supplied me with a 
huge head of celery, a bag of tiny potatoes 
and a tray of frozen raspberries. The toma-
toes growing inside what is now the Restau-
rant had already been picked and the re-
cently repaired greenhouse had suffered 
storm damage which had returned it once 
more to a dangerous, useless building. Trish, 
the gardener at that time, was just one of a 
number of people who had tried to make 
some sort of living from a garden which had 
long since burst free of its Victorian corsets. 

I have since seen old photographs of the gar-
den, established in 1850, in its ‘black and 
white’ prime – trimmed to perfection, its long 
suffering gardeners kneeling to trim the box 
hedges which were planted to ‘contain’ eve-
rything and hold it in check. 

I’ve heard about the heated walls which en-
abled peaches and apricots to flourish, the 
two greenhouses where more exotic fruits 
and flowers for the Big House would have 
been grown and the cold frames with their 
sliding lights which would have been filled 
with annual seedlings destined for the com-
pact floral borders and circular beds of the 
Front Lawn. It was a labour intensive establish-
ment which would have provided employ-
ment for at least eight people. 

Wars and higher wage bills brought great 
changes to walled gardens throughout the 
country – the main entrance of ours was wid-
ened to allow in the tractors, which planted 
potatoes and ‘burst’ the clay drains; the fine, 
double greenhouse disappeared beneath 
vicious brambles which then slowly ad-
vanced on the high limestone walls of the 
garden itself. 

And that could have been the end of the 
story for Applecross Walled garden – her re-
lease from Victorian restraint had gone be-
yond the bounds of natural beauty and by 
the second time I visited the garden she had 
become a ‘fallen woman’. A sprawling army 
of dock with its raw, red seedheads had in-
vaded and occupied it from one side to the 
other; paths were invisible under creeping 
vetch, goosegrass and moss. It had become 
a sad place. 

But … there was some activity; what had 
been the tomato house was now filled with 
seed trays; walls were being demolished to 
turn potting sheds into kitchens and as the 
months of 2001 went on, we saw Jon and 
Elaine’s vision of a new future for the Walled 
Garden slowly come into being. 

With help, and cooperation from the Trust, 
the invaluable collaboration of Roger and 
the amazing green fingers of Louise, the 
Potting Shed Café was launched. A Cot-
tage Garden was created filled with del-
phiniums, lupins and sweet peas; students 
appeared to tackle the docks and create 
vegetable plots and lawns; roses were 
planted and a rustic pergola erected. Lo-
cal people took over some of the borders, 
and some had small vegetable plots. The 
Café, extended on both sides, became a 
Restaurant in the evenings and, under the 
influence of chefs Robert and Marion and 
later Sarah, its reputation grew leading to 
many awards and inclusion in the Finals of 
the television series Local Food Heroes, 
judged by Gary Rhodes. Elaine continued 
to be in charge of the day to day running 
of the Café, while Jon spent his days fishing 
to provide the seafood for which we are 
now famous with his evenings spent honing 
his skills in the kitchen to satisfy his desire to 
become a chef. 

Debs had taken on the enormous task of 
providing top class salads and vegetables 
for the kitchens of this flourishing restaurant 
and when she was not rotivating, planting 
or harvesting, she could be found, unrec-
ognisable in her midge protection, weed-
ing the herbaceous borders in a vain at-
tempt to ‘restore’ the garden with little 
money to buy new plants. Little did we sus-
pect that soon this difficult task would fall 
to us! At the time Debs was thinking about 
exploring a new venture down South and 
Peter and I were growing a few lettuce in a 
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very small corner (a far cry from the many 
hundreds we grow now), but we both knew 
that if the chance arose we would love to 
become part of the ‘Walled Garden Team’. 

Peter had twenty years experience in his 
own landscaping business and I had a 
strong, unexplored interest in Biodynamics. 
He was used to making things happen whilst 
I wanted to prepare the conditions for things 
to happen by themselves. Sometimes this 
has led to tensions!!! 

By the time we took over we had become 
the only gardeners and the docks and the 
buttercups had entered into a pact with the 
couch grass to attempt a comeback. Hand 
digging was the only organic way to be rid 
of the docks and poor Peter was the one 
who did it all - but I was the scourge of the 
Buttercup Brigade! 

Because we needed to generate money for 
new plants without continuing to be a drain 
on the restaurant, we embarked upon Plant 
Sales – but time, transport costs and the im-
possibility of selling any plant which had fin-
ished flowering – led us to seek other strate-
gies. We resolved to reach a standard of 
gardening which would gain us a place in 
the Scotland’s Gardens Scheme and some 
welcome publicity. The Trust gave us a fine 
new pergola and a year later, oak sleepers, 
which Peter used to build forty raised beds 
for the Vegetable Garden.  A new donation 
box at the gate had before long produced 
enough money to enable us to replace a 

much weeded buttercup border with a 
great horde of hostas – from bold ‘Big Dad-
dies’ to slender, more feminine varieties, but 
all filled with a determination to hold their 
ground against all invaders (although they 
needed a bit of help with the slugs). 

As the number of appreciative visitors has 
increased we have been able to replace 
more weeds with a great variety of plants. 
Visiting specialist nurseries like Caley Gar-
dens and Elizabeth Macgregor’s has en-
abled us to create more interesting new 
borders and we have plans to make more. 
Partly to increase our own knowledge we 
have been able to invite a number of ex-
perts into the garden and several useful and 
well attended courses have taken place.  
Andrew Duncan attracted a good crowd to 
practise their pruning skills on the fruit trees, 
Mairi Macdonald held two courses on 
Herbal Remedies using herbs from our own 
Medicinal Herb Garden and, most recently, 
Mitch Buss had us raiding the garden for cut-
tings on the Propagation Course. 

We need to thank all the people and or-
ganisations from whom we have received 
financial help; friends and relations who 
have given up days of their holidays to toil 
for us; visitors who have begged to be al-
lowed to weed for us; Megan who came as 
a student and is back for a third summer … 
but most of all we must thank the garden  
herself (now a happy combination of Peter’s 
‘interventionist’ and my ‘laissez-faire’ atti-
tudes)  which, at the moment, is basking in 
her latest fashionable phase … a blousy, 
slightly decadent ‘New Naturalism’. 

Note: We share our donations with Scot-
land’s Gardens own charity and some of our 
own. Last year we supported the Lymphoe-
dema Society. and this year we will be send-
ing money to Smile Train. 
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Loch ‘a Mhuilinn (Milton Loch) 
 
In recent weeks many of you might have noticed furtive figures in Milton Loch yielding 
scythes, sickles and saws at twilight, and the occasional boat with grappling irons lurking in 
the rushes. Don’t be alarmed! These were either members of the local Angling Society ex-
perimenting with vegetation management – the first time such cutting has been under-
taken since WWII to our knowledge – or ecologists undertaking surveys of the invertebrates 
and plants.   
 
Loch ‘a Mhuilinn (Milton Loch) is one of the best known wildlife sites of Applecross.  This shal-
low (to 1.5m) semi-natural area of freshwater covers about five hectares and is a haven for 
biodiversity. Dammed at its northern end, the loch formerly supplied a meal mill. On its clo-
sure, the mill buildings – now in a ruinous state – were used as a bakery until the last baker 
retired in the  1980s, and then subsequently as a butcher’s shop.   Under ALPS, the local An-
gling Association have leased use of the loch from the Applecross Trust with the intention of 
improving the loch for wild brown trout for recreational purposes and teaching fishing skills.  
Management will include the re-introduction of vegetation management, stocking with lo-
cal provenance brown trout, and the enhancement  of the ecological and amenity value 
of the loch.  Attaining these complementary objectives is a challenging goal.  
 
Past Management 
 
Little is known about past management of the loch. An estate sales dating back to 1887 
states about the fishings of the area:  
 
There are three lochs on the property, where the trout fishing is so good that boats are 
placed upon them. There are, first of all, the two lochs Gaineamhach … The other loch, on 
which there is a boat, is Loch Miltoun, a small sheet of water about one mile from the 
[Applecross] House. It also contains plenty trout, but they are not quite so heavy as those in 
the other two lochs.” 
 
Particulars, map, &c. of the Magnificent Domain and Deer Forest of Applecross in the 
County of Ross. For Sale. July 1887’ 
 
This is the first written reference to fish in the loch. It is reported orally that the loch used to 
be fished by a Captain Bell, from Thirsk, Yorkshire, who was a factor for the estate em-
ployed by Lord Middleton. The factor was known in Gaelic as ‘An Caiptean Cuagach’on 
account of his having very deformed legs. He reportedly couldn’t walk very far, and due to 
its accessibility, Milton Loch became his fishing domain. Captain Bell died circa WWII, and 
throughout the Middleton’s tenure it is likely that there would have been a restocking pol-
icy. Post WW II, angling has continued intermittently, although encroachment of vegetation 
across the loch currently makes casting problematic. Studies conducted by the Wester Ross 
Fisheries Trust in 2011 suggest that being clean, shallow in parts, with good vegetation cover 
and a high abundance of invertebrates Milton loch provides an ideal habitat for brown 
trout, although some doubt remains as to the degree to which populations are self sustain-
ing due to the availability of suitable spawning habitats.  
 
Vegetation management was undertaken in the past, with older residents remembering 
the Estate cutting rushes/reeds annually in the summer, either with a scythe from a boat, or 
by a saw on  a rope operated by two people. Clearance has not been undertaken for 
many decades, probably declining immediately post World War II. Anecdotal evidence 
suggests that the loch has since been in-filling with vegetation.  
 
Biodiversity 
 
There has been significant conservation interest 
in Milton loch since the 1980s. The first three 
‘official’ ecological surveys of the site were 
conducted in 1981, 1986 and 1987 under con-
tract for the Nature Conservancy Council.  
These broad-ranging studies, of which Milton 
loch comprised only one part, had the objec-
tive of identifying the lochs and wetlands of 
Wester Ross of high conservation value.  The 
authors of these reports considered Milton Loch 
to be of ‘B grade significance’ i.e. probably not 
qualifying for SSSI (Site of Special Scientific Inter-
est) status, although of considerable conserva-
tion value nevertheless.  The site can be consid-
ered to be of district value i.e. it comprises a 
relatively rare regional habitat in north-western 
Scotland supporting some Biodiversity Action 
Plan (BAP) species identified in the Wester Ross 
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Biodiversity Action Plan. 
 
In total, 212 higher plant species are currently 
known for the site, including nine orchids (lesser but-
terfly orchid;  greater butterfly orchid; common 
spotted orchid; heath orchid; early marsh orchid; 
northern marsh orchid; fragrant orchid; small white 
orchid; narrow-leaved marsh orchid) of which the 
latter two are considered nationally scarce. Conser-
vation interest also relates to the loch supporting 
stoneworts (Chara spp.), a relatively rare group of 
plants which are excellent indicators of good water 
quality, of which 45% are considered to be under 
threat in the UK.  Professional bird records at Milton 
loch are few. The site is known to be visited annually 
by wintering whooper swans (RSPB amber list spe-
cies) and wigeon, and there are RSPB records for 
breeding little grebe, reed buntings (UK national pri-
ority Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) species) and 
snipe. There are also local records of twite (UK BAP 
species) during the breeding season. The wildlife 
book at Lochend holiday cottage provides an addi-
tional very useful source of information with seventy 
species recorded over a 17 year period.   
 
An otter visits the loch frequently, with other mam-
mal species recorded being pine martins, fox, 
hedgehog (2008), moles (2002, 2004), rabbits (not 

seen since 1997), red deer, stoat (1996, 1997, 2004, 2008) and wood mice (2000, 2007).  The 
palmate newt, the common frog and the toad are all recorded from the site.  There are 
seven butterfly species known for the site (Scotch argus; the mountain ringlet;  the pea-
cock;  the red admiral; the orange tip;  the green-veined white and the green hairstreak) 
and  it is highly likely that the  small heath  and the small pearl-bordered fritillary also occur. 
Six dragonfly and damselfly species are also known: the blue-tailed damselfly; the common 
blue damselfly; the four spotted chaser; the black darter; the golden-ringed dragonfly; the 
Azure hawker. 
 
Management proposals 
 
Fishing Stances: The re-instatement of a drystane jetty (ca. 2m x 1.5m) at the location of a 
pre-existing, but now ruined slipway/jetty. The structure would be in keeping with the his-
toric associations of the area, serve to repair and modify an original feature using tradi-
tional building skills, serve as a fishing stance for teaching fly fishing skills and be a useful site 
for mooring a small boat or canoe that may be required for vegetation management.  
 
Vegetation management: Vegetation management has already begun to facilitate fly fish-
ing, re-introducing a long standing management technique abandoned after WWII.   As 
with any small enclosed water body the lifespan of Milton loch ‘as a loch’ is inherently lim-
ited unless it is dredged as the natural process of siltation and vegetative decay and colo-
nisation will gradually reduce the circulation and open water available.  In the long term it 
will not be possible to maintain Milton Loch as a waterbody through vegetation manage-
ment alone.  In the longer term (but not under ALPS) there may a necessity to dredge the 
loch. Such a course of action would, of course, have considerable adverse ecological re-
percussions in the short term, but nature is resilient and a loch of high wildlife value would 
doubtless return after a few years. 
 
Restocking: Based on the findings and recommendations of the Wester Ross Fisheries Trust, 
to achieve the required fishing objectives of the project, it has been recommended that 
around 100 adult local provenance brown trout are stocked in 2011. A license has been 
applied for from Marine Scotland, and granted. Such a number will not adversely impact  
the ecology of the loch. It is likely that a large proportion of these fish will perish each year 
through otter predation, although the habitat should allow for a proportion to persist and 
grow.   
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Heritage trail 
The extraordinary concentration of archaeological and 
heritage sites in the peninsula is one of the unique features 
of Applecross. As time passes however, physical signs of 
the existence of some have faded as they have become 
covered by vegetation or eroded by the elements. Many 
sites of great interest were obliterated by past forestry 
works, or their accessibility severely constrained by these 
coniferous plantings. Some now only linger in the memo-
ries of older members of the community, or in the archives 
of the Historical Society.  

 In an attempt to try and safeguard a number of culturally 
important sites, a new archaeological trail is being de-
vised that links well- and lesser-known places of historic 
interest. For the most part the trail will be low key and low 
cost, utilising existing trails, or comprising the snedding of 
new walking routes through existing plantation areas to 
reveal sites that have been largely hidden from the world 
for many decades.  

The first phase of this work is focusing on the area around 
Torgarve, and snedding work and vegetation clearance 
has already opened up many hundreds of metres of trail, 
with waymarking or signage yet to be put in place. Sites of 
interest that will shortly be accessible include Torgarve township (see below), a corn kiln 
(see separate article), a round house and Langwell. Phase Two will connect the trail to the 
glen area. Once the walking line is completed and necessary waymarking installed, a self-
guided leaflet will be produced providing information on the sites that can be visited. It is 
hoped that the new archaeological trail will not only ensure that a number of important 
archaeological sites are conserved, but also turn plantation areas that were formerly of 
negligible amenity value into places people might actually like to explore.   

Torgarve 
The information below has been kindly compiled by Gordon Cameron and Alistair 
McCowan of the Applecross Historical Society. 

Torgarve township, now largely hidden by a coniferous plantation, was long a crofting 
township and populated for centuries. The census from 1841 gives an indication of the 
community living there at the time: 

Torgarve 1841 Census 

Heads of family: Kenneth MacRae (farmer aged 30), wife and three kids; Donald MacRae 
(farmer aged 35), with his brother, and one child; Mary Matheson (60), with two children 
and one grandchild; Roderick MacDonald (farmer aged 50), wife + eight  kids;  James 
MacKenzie (farmer aged 34),  wife and three kids;  John MacLean ( hand loom weaver 
aged 45), wife and child; Catherine MacDonald (day labourer aged 50), and four  grown
-up children; Roderick MacRae (farmer aged 28),  wife, kid and two relations. Total popu-
lation 40 (8 households)  

Subsequent surveys reveal that the population dropped significantly between 1841 and 
1851, and then was roughly constant until the turn of the 20th century. 

1851 Census : Total population : 19 (6 households); 1861 Census: Total population: 12 (5 
households;  only four under the age of 20); 1871 Census: Data unavailable at the Heri-
tage Centre;  1881 Census: Total population:  10 (5 households; 4 single people plus one 
family). Fisherman, garden labourer, farm servant, scholar, former dairymaids; 1891 Cen-
sus: Total population: 14 (3 households) Two MacBeath families, and one MacLean family. 
Shepherd; cottar; farm  labourer;  1901 Census: Total population: 16 (3 households) Same 
three families as in 1891. Heads of families were all farm labourers. 

Until the mid-1950s there was one full-time family living at Torgarve. The head of the family 
was the baillie on the farm, and so was known as ‘the Baillie’! Dr Alexander Gillies 
remembers going up there when he was a young doctor in Applecross in 1953/4 to treat 
the Baillie for something in the middle of the night.  When Alistair McCowan was a student 
at Queens University Belfast, the professor of logic and metaphysics was Alexander 
MacBeath, a crofter’s son from Torgarve!  
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Introductory Course to Bee keeping 
‘One in three mouthfuls of the food we eat is dependent on bee pollination.’ 

Bee keeping and honey production is a traditional pastime once 
associated with Applecross, with the Walled Garden being the epi-
centre (or should that be apis-centre?) of this activity in times gone 
by. In recent years there has been a great deal of international con-
cern about crashes in bee population numbers due to a combina-
tion of climate change,  Colony Collapse Disorder (a syndrome 
caused by a combination of a range of deleterious factors, includ-
ing an unsuitable climate), infestation by parasitic mites, habitat de-
struction and the use of pesticides;  as we are reliant on the prod-
ucts of bee pollination we should be concerned.  

Apiculture provides a means of supporting populations of honey 
bees (only a small fraction of the 20,000 bee species believed to ex-

ist are honey bees), promoting pollination and obtaining honey. It can be a rewarding and 
environmentally friendly pastime. However, sourcing mite-free colonies responsibly and keep-
ing them healthy is of paramount importance, and anyone interested in bee keeping needs 
adequate training to ensure that their hives are problem free, their colonies healthy and their 
activities not an ecological liability. This is especially important in Applecross which is Verroa 
mite free. 

Come and find out about bees, honey, apiary and whether 
bee keeping is potentially for you on a two-day course at 
the Community Hall,  with the first day scheduled for the 24th 
September. The date for part two will be arranged with 
those present on the 24th. Visits to active bee colonies will 
be arranged separately. Topics will include hives and equip-
ment, bee behaviour and anatomy, honey production, 
swarming control and management, diseases, pests and 
predators and hive produce. The course will be given by Tim 
Daplyn. Anyone interested in keeping bees locally, or just 
interested in finding out more about bees are welcome to 
attend. Please contact Elodie for further details, letting her 
know if you would also be interested in visiting local bee 
colonies. Such visits will be weather dependent and are 
likely to be arranged at short notice.  

Build Your Own Business Website Course 
Friday 23rd September, Applecross 

A one day course on website design using free online DIY building tools has been organised 
by ALPS in association with the Business Gateway. The aim of the course is to give participants 
the skills and confidence they need to start building and/or managing their own successful 
society or business website. No prior knowledge of website building is needed and the course 
is designed for people with little technical knowledge, who either haven’t got a website and 
want to try and save (a lot of) money by building one themselves, or who already have a 
website, but one that is either static and/or out of date and generally not performing well, 
and who want to find out how they can take control and start making the updates and gen-
erate results. 
 
At the end of the course participants will know: 
♦ what constitutes a successful website which attracts the 

right visitors and turns these visitors into potential customers 
♦ what kind of online do-it-yourself website building tools 

there are available to achieve this 
♦ how these tools work allowing you to add and edit text, im-

ages, links and navigation to a website and change the 
layout and look of a site and add graphic content 

♦ how they can provide some simple functionality such as a 
feedback form or even a simple shop or availability calen-
dar 

♦ how to use the tools to include all the important informa-
tion needed to improve search engine rankings, such as 
page titles and descriptions and keywords, etc. 

 
The maximum number of delegates for each course is 12, so please book early by calling 
Elodie (482) to ensure a place. 
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Applecross Walks and Traditional Crafts Group 
 

The aim of the Group is to develop a program of events to en-
courage nature walks in Applecross and the Applecross area 
and to learn traditional skills. (Group constituted February 2005) 

‘By providing opportunities to understand and learn about the 
uses of our native plants it will lead to rekindling the connection 
to nature through knowledge and skill and therefore protect it.  

Since 2000 we have had guided ethno-botanical walks during 
the summer in Applecross and Cuaig looking at traditional uses 
of plants, wild foods and medicines and practising lighting a 
fire from a spark.  Workshops in basket making, willow lantern 
making, natural dyeing, coracle making, creel making, garden 
structures, pole lath turning and charcoal burning have taken 
place in Cuaig along with ‘biodiversity days’ each year cele-
brating the uses of the stinging nettle and elder tree. 

Membership is free.  If you are interested in taking part in a 
guided walk or hearing about our workshops in the summer, 
please contact either Lesley Kilbride (Crafts; 755260) or Gill Fair-
weather (Walks; 744375) 

Guided Walks Programme 

 

This component of ALPS aims to 
develop a programme of guided 
walks for visitors to provide an 
insight into various aspects of the 
Applecross landscape and heri-
tage. It is anticipated that these 
will including historical and ar-
chaeological walks visiting sites of 
cultural interest using existing and 
planned trails, geological wildlife 
walks and wild food/medicinal 
trails.   

 

Some guided walks are already 
provided by local residents but 
there is potential to expand this 
service and promote it more ac-
tively.  If anyone is interested in 
being involved with the develop-
ment of a guided walks pro-
gramme in 2011, including being 
trained to give them, please con-
tact: elodie@applecross.org 

Applecross Archaeological Society 

Inspired by discovery of the Apple-
cross broch, the Applecross Archaeo-
logical Society was formed in 2005, 
with its broad aims being to investi-
gate, conserve and promote the ar-
chaeological sites  of the peninsula. 
Membership is open to all, and is free 
of charge. Within ALPS we are respon-
sible for overseeing the broch project, 
and we are partners in the develop-
ment of the archaeological trail and 
the lime kiln project. In the summer 
months we will also run a number of 
archaeology related training events 
suitable for beginners.  If you would 
like to find out more about us, or par-
ticipate in any events related to the 
above projects, please contact Nick 
Goldthorpe  

(ngoldthorpe@freeuk.com) 

Applecross Historical Society 

Applecross Historical Society (Comann Eachdraidh na 
Comraich)  was founded in 1998 with the mission of “ ... ad-
vancing the education of the public by research, collation, 
recording, publication by any means, dissemination and 
promotion of the history of Applecross and the surrounding 
area.” The Society and the Heritage Centre, opened in 
2003, were run entirely by local volunteers until a full-time 
Curator was appointed in November 2010, but volunteers 
are still a huge part of the Society’s success and more help-
ers will be gratefully welcomed! The Society is open to all 
with an interest in the heritage of the peninsula and mem-
bership forms can be obtained from the Heritage Centre or 
online – annual membership is just £5. 

The Applecross Historical Society and the Heritage Centre 
are here for the whole community, not just for visitors. Our 
heritage is important so please feel free to drop in! We’re 
open from Easter to October, but you can also call Gordon 
to visit  at other times. 

If you have any stories, memories, songs, photographs, 
documents, objects or records which are related to Apple-
cross’s past from the days of the First Settlers to yesterday, 
we’d be delighted to hear from you! 

For more information call Gordon Cameron, Curator, on: 
01520 744 478 or visit: www.applecrossheritage.org.uk/ 

Bealach 

Bealach was set up in Applecross in 2004 to help support and encourage the use of Gàidhlig. As a 
group we don't endorse or encourage any views as far as Gàidhlig is concerned but prefer to con-
centrate our resources on the language itself.  In that way we hope to be of value to anyone with 
an interest in Gàidhlig, from non-speaker to native speaker.  Projects we have set up and supported 
in this area have included a pre-school  group, arts and crafts, drama, live music and entertainment, 
local history, a DVD project, adult Gàidhlig classes and discussion groups, our own local Fèis a' 
Bhealaich and more.  

Our main contribution to the range of ALPS projects is the development of the Sgoil Bhàrdachd na 
Comraich (Bardic School). If you are interested in finding out more about what we do, becoming 
involved in the Bardic School or are interested in learning Gàidhlig please contact Derek MacLen-
nan at: tosgaig@btinternet.com 


